Abulkhair v. Google by District of Newe Jersey
Assem A. Ahulkhair, Pro Se S T
P. 0. Box 2751
(‘liftoti. N.J. 07015
2
UN ITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE





GOOGLE INC., LAWRENCE EDWARD PAGE. )




Plaintiff, ASSEN’I A. ABtJLKHAIR, residing at Post Office I3ox 2751, Clifton, New
Jersey 0701 5, comes for his cause of action herein, states as follows:
JURISI)ICTIONAL STATEMENTS
I. The P1aintili Assem A. Ahu1hair is a resident of the United States of America.
2. The Defindants are residents of the United States of America.
3. This action seeks redress and damages under 28 U.S.C. § 1332 for violation and invasion
of privacy protected by the Privacy Act of 1974, Section § 652E and, in particular, due process,
equal protection. freedom of speech. expression and religion provisions of the U.S. Constitution,
including the rights protected in the First. Fourth, Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments thereof; The
Civil Rights Act of’ 1866 and ‘Ihe Civil Rights Act of 1964. The Plaintiffs Complaint raises
question arising under the United States Constitution and federal law, and this Court has federal
question” jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. Section 1331. This Court also has jurisdiction over
the causes of action alleged in Eleventh Count pursuant to federal pendant jurisdiction.
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4. The Defendant, “Google Inc.”, was, and is, an American Internet technology monopoly
company with its dominance in search emerged as the most corrupt, fraudulent, deceptive,
manipulative, abusive and spying satanic practices of all time operating worldwide which offers
unlimited email accounts to anyone, including “criminals”, “terrorists”, “stalkers” and “mentally
ill” home and abroad. Its “California” based headquarters utilizes as a supervisor whom is
responsible for all practice. conduct and misconduct as all the events and omissions giving rise to
the claims occurred in the District of New Jersey.
5. The Defendant “Lawrence Edward Page” (“Larry Page”), was, and is, the Chief
Executive Officer (CEO) of Google’s parent company who co-founded Google, and still remains
directing, ordering and supervising all of the duties relating to the entire business, and acted as
the (“CEO”) in his full capacity of that meaning on behalf of his self-owned company” Google”.
6. The Defendant “Sergey Mikhalylovieh Brin” (“Sergey Brin”). was, and is, the President
of Google’s parent company Alphabet. who co-founded Google with the above Defendant, and
still remains directing, ordering and supervising all of the duties relating to the entire business,
and acted as the “President” in his Full capacity of that meaning on behalf of his self-owned
company “Google Inc.”
7. Both Deftndants, Page and Brin, share all of Google’s liability and responsibility quite
equally as the co-founders as well as the decisions makers in this sense for that purpose and are
responsible for all practices. conduct and misconduct as all the events and omissions giving rise
to the claims occurred in the District of New Jersey. All Defendants’ practice. product, action,
inaction, conduct and misconduct, were and are. governed and defined by the constitution and
law of the United States, federal and state, in conjunction with the international law, and made
actionable thereoE
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8. The Defendants ironically call themselves ‘The Pharaohs” in referring to their satanic
tyrannical arrogance for abusing their dominant position, and delusional abusive business
practices of controlling their immoral monopoly and dominating act, conduct and behavior. The
Greatest exceptional geniuses and magnificent giants, the Egyptian Pharaohs, are certainly
innocent of having idiots or morons to associate themselves with. They must have forgotten that
they are messing with the genuine “Son of Pharaohs” [.]
FACTUAL STATEMENTS
9. There are other co-conspirators not named as Defendants in this Complaint, who may he
called as witnesses pursuant to the Federal Rules of Evidence and New Jersey Evidence Code.
10. Plaintiff is informed and thereupon alleges that at all times material, each Defendant was
completely dominated and controlled by his or her co-Defendants, each was the agent,
representative, and alter ego of the others, and all aided and abetted the wrongful acts of others.
11. Whenever and wherever this complaint refers to any act by a Defendant or Defendants,
such allegations and references shall also he deemed to mean the acts and failures to act of each
Defendant acting individually, jointly, and/or severally.
12. Plaintiff is informed and believes and on that basis alleges that at all material times, each
of the Defendants has acted as an employer and/or a joint employer within the meaning of.
13. Plaintiff is informed and believes and thereupon alleges that at all times material herein,
each of the Defendants was the agent, employee and/or joint venture of, or working in concert
with, co-Defendants and was acting within the course and scope of such agency, employment,
and/or joint venture or concerted activity. To the extent that said conduct and omissions were
perpetrated by certain Defendants, Plaintiff is informed and believes and thereupon alleges that
the remaining Defendant and/or Defendants confirmed and ratified said conduct and 01Ti155i0fl5.
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14. Whenever and wherever reference is made in this complaint to any act by a Defendant
and/or Defendants, such allegations and references shall also be deemed to mean the acts and
failures to act of each 1)efendant acting individually, jointly, and/or severally.
15. Whenever and wherever reference is made to individuals who are not named as
Defendants in this complaint hut are or were employees/agents of Defendants or conspirators
with, or any of them, such references shall be deemed to mean that such individuals, at all
relevant times, acted on behalf of Defendants within the scope of their employment.
FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS
16. In 2014 Plaintiff Abulkhair obtained an e-mail account with the Defendant “Google Inc.”
1 7. At the beginning of the process of providing his personal information to obtain the said
“G-Mail account’, the Plaintiff Abulkhair made it crystal clear to the Defendant (“Google”) that
he does not have a cell phone and never will.
1 8. The Defendant “Google” has never advised nor made the Plaintiff Abulkhair aware of
any “policy”, regulation or otherwise, except that it was advertised as a “Free G-Mail Account”
and nothing else. Thenceforth, Plaintiff Abulkhair’s private email personal *[“password”]* was
never made known to anyone except Defendant *(Google)*.
19. Abulkhair believes that once the Defendant (“Google”) agreed to open an e-mail account
for him to restore his personal information and to send and receive mail, it must automatically
become his own property and no one has any access into or power over it except him.
20. Since the account has been opened and to the very date of its “disabled” status, there has
never been any video or improper photo of any kind posted there. Nor has there any criminal or
illegal activity of any kind, except for Ahulkhair’s sparkler distinguished “strong language” or
“sharp language” used in his personal writing.
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21. Ahulkhair was later alerted to notice intentional tampering, meddling and spying
activities. In addition, the I)efendant (“Google”) deliberately blocked his forwarding and
incoming mail on the deceptive fabricated tactic and misleading notice that “your email message
was rejected’ when in fact the receivers’ simultaneous automatic response [un Arabic Language
has proven to the contrary.
22. Unaware of any irregularity and without prior notice, on Thursday, (August 20, 2015 at
3:07 P.M.), the Defendant (“Google”) blocked Abulkhai?s access to his own email. The
librarian came to assist and opened a new email with another company as “the [only] way to
communicate with Google” as he suggested as “Google” mandated. Three and a half hours later.
on the same day (“Thu 8/20/15 6:34 PM”), the block was removed and the email was reactivated
with an apology message.
23. On Thursday, (October 15, 2015 at 2:57 P.M.), the Defendant (“Google”) blocked
Abulkhair’s access to his own email for the second time and requested a “cell phone number to
provide a code” in order to have an access to the email. The librarian had to enter his phone
number and the email was reactivated an hour and a half later at (4:27 P.M) on the same day.
24. On Friday, (October 16, 2015 at 1:11 P.M.), the Defendant (“Google”) went fir
attempting to tamper with the sending emails and threatened the same meddling conduct for the
(third) time in their unrelenting effort to assist the third party whomever hidden behind the scene.
25. On the same day (October 16, 2015). Abulkhair decided to serve them (“the Defendants”)
with a published legal notice warning them for which notice [Exhibit 1] was served upon Googlc
via fax and the Defendant “Larry Page” through his personal email address under the title of
**IAn Open Notice To Cease And Desist To The CEO Of Google**
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26. The Defendants have deliberately and maliciously disregarded the warning notice to
cease and desist despite its publication and continued on their satanic path with their idiotic and
moronic patterns of blocking and tampering with Abulkhair’s private email.
27. On (November 13, 2015). the Defendants blocked Abulkhair access to his email and
subjected him to a pamphlet questionnaire for almost two and a half hours from 1:30 P.M. to
3:50 P.M. for which compelled him to serve another published legal notice to warn them again
for which notice [Exhibit 2] was served upon Google via fax and the Defendant “Larry Page”
through his personal email address under the title of:
**IAI1 Open (Second) Notice To Cease And Desist To The CEO Of Googlej**
28. Whereas the Defendants ignored the first notice, the second notice had no chance but to
face the same fate. The Defendants’ intrusive spying and tampering conduct and acts have
become more emboldened, and aggressive towards Ahulkhair’s personal email and privacy,
especially when Abulkhair started to email lawyers seeking legal representation lbr his pending
case against the idiotic and moronic agency the so-called (“FBI”).
29. At the beginning of this year, Plaintiff Abulkhair utilized Defendants’ email in searching
for legal representation to handle his pending matter against the (“FBI”), As the search
intensified lately, the Defendants’ unlawful conduct and tampering with the Plaintiffs personal
email deepened as well to reach the level of freezing the email to force shut down, specifically,
freezing the mouse when the click was aiming to open an attorney’s email.
30. On August 17 and 18. 2017. after reported the oddly and extremely difficult tampering
situation, the skeptical librarian decided to open her own Google email to determine whether all
Google ernails were effected, even though. she was advised that five (5) computers made the
attempt and ended with the same result. After, she was wondering “You might be doing
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something wrong that they don’t like.” She was left with no doubt that the “freezing tactic”
singled out Ahulkhair’s email from all others around the entire world, including convicted
criminals and terrorists everywhere. Abulkhair responded, “I’m trying to get an attorney” and
she became more convinced to change her mind that it is a matter of racial and religious
discrimination, plain and simple
31. lIaving been convinced that enough {isj enough, on (August 19, 2017), the Plaintiff
Ahulkhair was compelled to serve the Defendants with his third and final published notice to
deter their immoral and unlawful conduct, practice and tactic to ultimately warn them finally for
which notice jExhihit 3] was served upon Google via fax and the Defendant “Larry Page” on
(August 21, 201 7) through his personal email address under the title of:
***IAn Open Final Notice To Cease And Desist To The CEO Of Googlej***
32. Since the freezing tactic remained intact, on (August 22. 2017), Abulkhair therefore
decided to record this unique and heinous experience to support the facts in this action from the
beginning to the end to prove the astonishing result of the cancerous religious discrimination.
33. On (August 23. 2017) Abulkhair did not bother to open the email until the next day
(August 24. 2017) when the notice was published. Abulkhair then observed that the Defendants
allowed his emails to the publishers to go through and blocked his other emails to the lawyers for
an unknown reason.
34. On (August 25. and 27, 2017) Abulkhair did not bother to open the email until the
iollowmg day (August 28, 2017 at 5:45P.M.) to find his email marked as (“Account disabled”)
status as a direct retaliation of his final notice to cease and desist, without prior warning. When
Ahulkhair attempted to print a copy to use against them, they blocked him. But a true copy was
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obtained by an alternative method to be used against them, despite disfiguring and distorting the
text of other copies afterward.
35. The Defendants failed to reason or provide a specific pretext, violation or otherwise to
justify their unlawful and unwarranted “disabled” status.
36. On (August 29. 201 7), Ahulkhair complied with their option ‘TRY TO RESTORE,” with
the assistance of the librarian. Abulkhair there made it obviously clear to them that:
“[1] have [no] time to play game. You either reinstate the email
forthwith or we can obtain a district court order [tb compel so [.j”
37. The Defendants arrogantly refused to reopen the account and responded the next day
through the Plaintiffs other email account, declaring, “After review, your account is not eligible
to he reinstated.”
38. Upon information and belief and according to the existence of the extraordinary
circumstances involved, the Defendants conspired with others to intentionally cause a maximum
damage and harm by instigating a deliberate, shocking impact which resulted with a devastating
emotional distress to Plaintiff Abulkhair leading to his closing email account.
39. Upon information and belief and according to the existence of the extraordinary
circumstances involved, the Defendants have passed Abulkhair’s email secret and confidential
“password” to the third party, namely, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (“the FBI”) to invade,
monitor, control and freeze Abulkhair’s email account. This violated his civil rights and his
rights to privacy under federal and state laws.
40. As a direct result of this unlawftil conduct and breach of all standard agreements
concerning email providers. the Defendants limited Abulkhair’s email to certain local libraries in
order to have his G-Mail functioning. to be opened for potential espionage and invasion of
privacy. When Ahulkhair tried to use another library computer as of .June 2016, the Defendants
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blocked him. Then, they foolishly claimed that they were trying to protect his email because
‘someone was trying to use your email at another location” where the computers are not directly
hugged by the corrupt police state to infringe and footstep over their privacy protection.
41. Defendants posted a privacy policy, but the policy did not clearly, understandably, or
completely disclose its information restriction, collection, use, and disclosure practices and other
disclosures required by the Law.
42. Defendants did not provide direct notice to Ahulkhair of their practices regarding the
restriction, collection, use, and/or disclosure of Abulkhair’s personal infbrmation and other
disclosures required by the Law.
43. Defendants failed to obtain verifiable user consent Ibr collecting, using, or disclosing the
personal inibrmation of Abulkhair without his consent or knowledge to any third party whoever
may he or as otherwise identified herein.
44. The Defendants’ unlawful and unauthorized acts, conduct and conspiracy as described
breached the average and acceptable standard policy and/or agreement of any email providers
violated the Federal Trade Commission Act (“FTC Act”) a violation of the Rule constitutes an
unfair or deceptive act or practice.
45. That the Defendants deliberately and knowingly closed Ahulkhair’s email account. In
doing so, they are fully aware that hundreds of ernails were forwarded to attorneys during this
period where the Plaintiff expected a reply and referral from some of them who have contacted
him and advised so. As the email block was placed in its “disabled” status, the chance of hiring
an attorney became impossible. Defendants’ unlawful action. conduct or block to assist their
third party constitutes a clear obstruction of justice. plain and simple.
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46. The Defendants’ intentional malicious action and conduct prevented Abulkhair from
sending or receiving any email messages from attorneys and other publishers who have no other
way to communicate with him other than this particular email account.
47. Plaintiff Ahulkhair is personally defamed by the Defendants deliberate malicious action
and conduct for which wrong action and conduct directly damaged his reputation and image in
the eye of the public by placing him in and under the light of suspicion of an unfounded crime.
48. Three (3) library staff members have become fully aware and alerted of Abulkhair’s
terminated email account in their appreciated effort to assist him in order to cope with the
Defendants’ malicious misconduct and hatred discrimination.
49. Abulkhair was advised by another patron that one of the library staff members, “They
were talking about you yesterday.” This particular patron had to provide his phone number to
receive I)efendants’ code when they blocked Abulkhair’s access to his email in the summer of
2016.
50. By imposing their immoral demand in providing a cell phone number from a total
stranger by chance to allow access to the email and remove the block, Defendants, the smart
“pharaohs” intended to trace and track the call to find the contacted location to identify the exact
library to alert the (“FBI”) of Abulkhair whereabouts so when he left the library, he could see
them waiting for him in their vehicles outside. Perhaps putting the innocent stranger also under
their false radar to determine whether another relationship was involved between them.
51. The Defendants’ malicious misconduct, hatred, and racial and religious discrimination
placed Abulkhair directly in the unpleasant dark spot which subjected him to all kinds of
embarrassing questions to explain the actual motive behind Defendants’ bizarre action and
conduct. This embarrassing episode deepened his emotional distress further.
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52. The librarian with the firsthand knowledge, who opened the other email account, asked
Plaintiff Abulkhair, “What went wrong?” Ahulkhair answered, “I didn’t do anything wrong.” He
then replied. “I know that for sure because if you do, they will not block your email, hut they’ll
come and arrest you here in the library. I guess because you’ve some writing in Arabic here, it
might raise a red flag for them to monitor your email, especially after September 11, you know.”
53. The Defindants’ malicious conspiracy. misconduct, hatred, and racial and religious
discrimination motivated and conspired them to “disable” Abulkhair’s email account, at this
critical point in time, intended to obstruct justice by blocking Ahulkhair’s email altogether, as
well as blocking his chance to obtain legal representation to handle his case against the (“FBI”).
54. The Defendants’ malicious conspiracy. misconduct. hatred, and racial and religious
discrimination acts, actions and conduct were knowingly and willfully undertaken in extreme
vengeance and hostile approach towards Plaintiff Ahulkhair for no apparent reason, except
because he adheres to an Islamic faith, plain and simple.
55. All of the conspired Defendants are fully aware of Abulkhair’s obvious Islamic Religion
and Middle Eastern native origin from the overwhelming information contained in his personal
email account and acted upon it.
56. All of the conspired Defendants knew or should have known that their discriminatory
acts, actions and conduct violated his privacy along with his civil and constitutional rights and
deprived him of his equal right to have an email account as everybody else around the world,
which led to defame him among the society he lives in and damage his reputation in public by
singling him out of the rest of the entire population.
57. I)efendants’ malicious mandatory requirement to be provided with another company’s
email address, not [aj cell phone or otherwise, in order to communicate with them, is directly and
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potentially cornered Abulkhair’s other email account at the highest risk, fearing of their misused,
abused and oppressive influence, as a gigantic monopoly (“the Pharaohs”) in business, to tamper
with to end with the same fate, leaving Abulkhair with nothing which would encourage other
email provider companies to follow their discriminatory footstep to violate people’s privacy and
civil rights in the absence of any consequences in sight.
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION-THE PRIVACY ACT OF I 974/”No Disclosure Without Consent”
57. The allegations contained in the foregoing paragraphs are incorporated by reference.
58. The 5 U.S. Code § 552a(b) clearly clarified in its decisive plain language:
“No agency shall disclose any record which is contained in a
system of records by any means of communication to any person,
or to another agency, except pursuant to a written request by, or
with the prior written consent of the individual to whom the record
pertains [subject to 12 exceptions].”
59, The Defendant, “Google Inc.”, was, and is, an “agency” as defined in Section 552(e).
60. The Defendant, “Google Inc.”, was, and is, an email service provider worldwide,
61. The Defendant, “Google Inc.”, disclosed personally identifiable private information
concerning the “customer” Plaintiff Abulkhair, as defined under the Code, who is an email
account holder, for which information contained his own secret “password” to another agency,
the so-called “FBI”, to spy and monitor his email account without Abulkhair’s consent or
knowledge or a court order to authorize such action as required by the Law.
62. The Defendant Google’s disclosure was made knowingly and maliciously to retaliate
against the Plaintiffs Abulkhair for his religious belief and free speech or “sharp language” and
criticism against the wrongdoers.
63. The Defendant Google’s disclosure was arrogantly and deliberately made without the
prior written consent of Abulkhair whose privacy and civil rights were violated in the process.
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64. The Defendants never asked the Plaintiff for neither written nor oral request to disclose
any information to any agency or party whomever may show interest or concern.
65. The Defendant Google’s disclosure was [NOT] authorized by 5 U.S. C. § 552a(b).
66. All of the Defendants knew or should have known that the (“disabled”) Abulkhair’s email
account is withholding viable private and vital information and confidential correspondence and
messages belong to him and [fbi one else. Defendants’ deliberately and knowingly disclosure as
identified here violated the meaning and purpose the Privacy Act of 1974 was enacted to protect
and prevent.
67. Defendants’ malicious, deliberate and abusive action and conduct of disclosure and
disability against Ahulkhair’s personal email account violated his right to privacy altogether with
the intent the Privacy Act of 1 974 intends to serve.
68. {)efbndants, “Google Inc.”, “Lawrence Edward Page” (“Larry Page”). and “Sergey
Mikhalylovich Brin” (“Sergey Brin”) acted with deliberate or reckless to deprive the Plaintiff
Ahulkhair of his absolute rights to a normal privacy protected by the Privacy Act of 1974 by all
means to keep Abulkhair’s private email account under unlawful surveillance by disclosing his
“password” and protected information to the “FBI” to retaliate for his lawsuit and “strong
language” used and implied to criticize their idiotic and moronic act, conduct and behavior
towards him for being [a] Moslem.
69. I)efendants, “Google Inc.”, “Lawrence Edward Page” (“Larry Page”), and “Sergey
Mikhalylovich Brin” (“Sergey Brin”) knew or should have known that their actions taken would
invade the protected privacy and violate the constitutional rights of the Plaintiff Abulkhair.
70. Defendants, “Google Inc.”, “Lawrence Edward Page” (“Larry Page”), and “Sergey
Mikhalylovich Brin” (“Sergey Brin”) conspired planned and took their actions with their
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malicious intention to cause an invasion of privacy, an infringe of private property and ultimately
a deprivation of constitutional rights and/or injury to the Plaintiff Abulkhair.
71. At all times and all relevant events, the Defendants’ conduct was done willfully and
maliciously.
72. As a proximate result of Defendants’ discriminatory and wrongful acts, Abulkhair has
past monetary losses and will suffer future losses in an amount to be determined at trial.
SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION-VIOLATION OF CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS
73. Plaintiff Abulkhair re-alleges and herein incorporates by reference the allegations set
forth in the paragraphs above,
74. The First Amendment to the United States Constitution, as applied to the states and all
others within through the Fourteenth Amendment, provides, in pertinent part, that: “Congress
shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof. . .
75. The Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution provides:
The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers,
and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not
be violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause,
supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the
place to he searched, and the persons or things to be seized.
76. Section 1 of the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution provides:
[Al 11 persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject
to the jurisdiction thereot are citizens of the United States and of’
the State wherein they reside. No state shall make or enforce any
law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of
the United States: nor shall any Stale deprive any person of life,
liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any
person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws. The
Defendants’ unlawful disclosure of Abulkhair’s private email
information to the “FBI”, seize[dj [hjis property and reliise[dj to
release it violate[dj the Fourth and the Fourteenth Amendments [.1
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77. By the actions set forth above, Defendants, “Google Inc.”, “Lawrence Edward Page
(‘Larry Page”), and “Sergey Mikhalylovich Brin” (“Sergey Brin”) have engaged in and continue
to engage in a pattern or practice of conduct that deprives persons, namely, Plaintiff Abulkhair,
of rights. privileges, or immunities secured or protected by the First. Fourth, and Fourteenth
Amendments to the United States Constitution and the laws of the United States. These actions
constitute violations of Ahulkhairs civil and constitutional rights.
78. Plaintiff Abulkhair who is subject to Defendants’ unauthorized and abusive conduct is
suffering, and will continue to suffer irreparable harm in the absence of immediate relief.
THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION-DAMAGES/DUE PROCESS/THE EQUAL PROTECTION OF
THE LAWS/ABULKI lAIR
79. The allegations contained in the foregoing paragraphs are incorporated by reference.
80. Assuming that the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution prohibits a
State from “depriv[ingj any person of. . . property without due process of law, nor de[ny] to any
person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws “, it does not authorize other
institution, agency, company or individual to interpret and/or act to the contrary.
81. Defendants. “Google Inc.”, “Lawrence Edward Page” (“Larry Page”), and “Sergey
Mikhalylovich Brin” (“Sergey Brin”) deprived Abulkhair of his personal email (“property”)
without due process of law and the equal protection of the laws by disabling his email account
and denying reinstatement, without reason or prior notice and opportunity for a hearing, the
email account together with its contained personal information for which is Abulkhair’s property
seized from him.
82. I)efendants. “Google Inc.”, “Lawrence Edward Page” (“Larry Page”), and “Sergey
Mikhalylovich Brin” (“Sergey Brin”) acted in violation of the Fourteenth Amendment to the
United States Constitution in conjunction with the Privacy Statute in depriving Abulkhair of the
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rights not to be deprived of property and/or privacy without due process of law and the equal
protection of the laws.
83. Defendants. (“Google. Inc.”). (“Larry Page”), and (“Sergey Brin”) are liable to Abulkhair
for depriving him of the rights not to be deprived of property or privacy without due process of
law and the equal protection of the laws and must be ordered to return [h]is email account with
its information intact seized from him forthwith.
84. The malicious actions of the Defendants caused Abnlkhair to suffer severe emotional
distress and he was injured thereby, as demonstrated below.
FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION-DEPRIVATION OF CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS MID
PRIVILEGES (5 U.S. Code § 552a(b))
85. The foregoing paragraphs are realleged and incorporated by reference herein.
86. Plaintiff is entitled to the equal protection of the laws under the Fourteenth Amendment
of the United States Constitution, and due process of law under the Fifth and Fourteenth
Amendment of the United States Constitution.
87. Defendants, “Google Inc.”, “Lawrence Edward Page” (“Larry Page”), and “Sergey
Mikhnlylovich Brin” (“Sergey Brin”) discriminated against Plaintiff Abulkhsir because of his
native Middle Eastern origin, race, religion and “strong language” by disclosing his —
account information to assist and benefit the “abuser” agency, the so-called “FBI”, to spy and
monitor his incoming and outgoing email, and “disabled” his email account thereafter. This
deliberate conduct deprived Abulkhair of his right to privacy and his absolute right to equal
protection of the law to everybody everywhere.
88. Plaintiff, as a citizen and New Jersey state resident, was entitled to due process protection
of freedom from arbitrary action which jeopardized his property interest in his legitimate email
account in that he should not have been subjected arbitrarily or abusively to the fear of losing
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that rights or of having to bear the burden of filing suit to maintain an email account, Further, he
should not have been subjected arbitrarily or abusively to the fear of losing the modern method
of communication, the so-called ‘email address’ due to their malicious hostility, retaliation and
discrimination, or to other adverse actions which he feared and which deprived him of the
communication with others, similar to everybody else. Defendants’ actions deprived Abulkhair
of his due process liberty and property interests guaranteed to him by laws and the Constitution
of the United States.
89. Plaintiff also was entitled to due process liberty interest in his reputation as an honest a
law abiding citizen. Defendants’ actions or inactions and refusal to reinstate his email account
relying solely on their arrogant statements, (“After review, your account is not eligible to be
reinstated”), within their fabricated assertions to hide their actual malicious animosity, intent and
motivation behind their denial which has deprived Abulkhair of these rights. The stated reasons
for the Defendants’ conduct and action or inaction were not the true reasons, but instead were
pretext to hide the Defendants’ willful and deliberate discriminatory and retaliatory animus.
90. The above-described actions of Defendants were undertaken intentionally with malice
and vengeance towards Ahulkhair for his belief, and said actions deprived Abulkhair of federal
equal protection and due process rights guaranteed by the Fourth, Fifth and Fourteenth
Amendments of the U.S. Constitution, and made actionable by (5 U.S.C. Code § 552a(b)).
FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION-CONSPIRACY TO I)EPRIVING PERSONS OF EQUAL
PROTECTiON OF THE LAWS (42 U.S.C. § 1985 & 5 U.S. Code § 552a(b))
91. The tbregoing paragraphs are realleged and incorporated by reference herein.
92. Defendants conspired with their “third party” identified here and perhaps with others
currently unknown to the Plaintiff, to deprive Abulkhair of equal protection of the laws and of
equal privileges and immunities under the laws, as set forth in Count 4 above.
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93. The conspirators committed some acts in furtherance of the conspiracy which included
exposing Abulkhair’s email information to their “third party” identified here and later disabled it,
then refused to reinstate it.
94. As a result of the conspiracy. Abulkhair was injured by I)efendants in his person and
property and deprived of having and exercising his rights and privileges as a citizen of the United
States, as is more fully set forth in Fourth Count above.
SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION-(RACIAL DISCRIN INATION IN VIOLATION OF TITLE VII
OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1964.42 U.S.C. 2000e. et seq.)
95. The thregoing paragraphs are realleged and incorporated by reference herein.
96. The Defendants’ conduct and actions or inaction as alleged at length herein constitutes
discrimination based on race, religion and freedom of speech in violation of Title VII. The stated
reasons for the Defendants’ conduct and action or inaction were not the true reasons, but instead
were pretext to hide the Defendants’ willful and deliberate discriminatory and retaliatory animus.
SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION-(RELIGION DISCRIMINATION IN VIOLATION OF THE
RELIG1ON DISCRIMINATION OF TI-IF FIRST AMENDMENT)
97. The foregoing paragraphs are realleged and incorporated by reference herein.
98. The Defendants’ unlawful disclosure of Abulkhair’s email account infbrrnation and their
denial of reinstatement of his ‘disabled” email account would not be arbitrarily and abusively
decided, except for Abulkhair’s persona. “strong language” or “sharp language”, and prejudiced
against his Islamic faith [.j
99. The Defendants’ conduct as alleged above constitutes discrimination based on “religion”,
nationality, race and freedom of speech in violation of the First Amendment to the Constitution
of the United States. The stated reasons for the Defendants’ conduct were not the true reasons,
but instead were pretext to hide the I)efendants’ discriminatory animus.
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EIGHTH CAUSE OF ACTION-DISCRIMINATION BASED ON RELIGION
100. The foregoing paragraphs are realleged and incorporated by reference herein.
101. By the actions set fhrth above, Defendants have:
a. Refused to reinstate Abulkhair’s email account, “disabled” or denied access to
private email account, or otherwise made email account discrimination based on inaccessible,
blocked or “disabled” because of religion, in violation of the U.S. Constitution.
b. Discriminated in the terms, conditions, or privileges of access of an email account
because ol religion. in violation o[the Constitution and Laws of the United States; and
c. Coerced, intimidated, threatened, or interfered with a person in the exercise or
enjoyment of, or on account of his having exercised or enjoyed, or on account of his having
aided or encouraged any other person in the exercise or enjoyment ot a right granted or
protected by the laws and constitution of the United Stales in violation of the Constitution and
Laws of the United States.
1 02. Defendants’ actions described above constitute:
a. A pattern or practice of resistance to the full enjoyment of rights granted by the
Constitution and Laws of the United States; or
h. A denial to a person or group of persons rights granted by the laws and
constitution of the United States, which raises an issue of general public importance, in violation
of the Constitution and Laws of the United States.
103. There are persons. as Plaintiff Abulkhair. who have been injured by Defendants’
malicious discriminatory actions and practices who are aggrieved persons as defined in the laws
and constitution of the United States. These persons have suffered damages as a result of
Defendants’ discriminatory actions and practices described above.
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104. Defendants malicious conduct described above was intentional, willful, and taken in
disregard for the rights guaranteed under the Constitution and Laws of the United States.
NINTH CAUSE OF ACTION-(REPRISAL FOR ENGAGING IN PROTECTED RIGHT)
105. The foregoing paragraphs are realleged and incorporated by reference herein.
106. Defendants’ intentional disclosure of Abulkhair’s email information to the third party
“agency” identified here was intended to harm Abulkhair in retaliation of his “strong language”
against them fhr which their unauthorized “disclosure” was influenced and tainted, deviating
them from abiding by the rule of law and constitution of the United States that directly led to
their tampering with Abulkhair’s email account tIom blocking, freezing, disabling to finally
denying its reinstatenient which thus led to this action. They did not only deprive Abulkhair of
his right to reinstatement and access to an email address like everyone else, but knowingly and
intentionally went extremely far to violate and intervene in his protected right of Freedom of
Religion. Speech and Expression cherished under the First Amendment of the U. S. Constitution.
1 07. The Defendants’ conduct as alleged above constitutes retaliation against the Plaintiff
because he engaged in right protected by Title VII and under the Constitution of the United
States and the State of New Jersey. The stated reasons for the Defendants’ conduct were not the
true reasons, but instead were pretext to hide the Defendants’ retaliatory animus.
TENTH CAUSE OF ACTION-DEFAMATION/FALSE LIGFIT IN VIOLATION OF § 652E
I 08. The foregoing paragraphs are realleged and incorporated by reference herein.
109. Section §S 652E of the Restatement (Second) of Torts (1977) plain language provides:
One who gives publicity to a matter concerning another that places
the other before the public in [a] false light is subject to liability to
the other for invasion of his privacy, if
(a) the false light in which the other was placed would be highly
offensive to a reasonable person, and
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(b) the actor had knowledge of or acted in reckless disregard as to
the falsity of the publicized matter and the false light in which
the other would be placed.
110. Defendants, “Google Inc.”, “Lawrence Edward Page” (“Larry Page”), and “Sergey
Mikhalylovich Brin” (“Sergey Brin”) knew or should have known that Plaintiff Abulkhair’s
private email account was obtained at the public library’s computer with the assistance of a
librarian and thenceforth all activities conducted in the open at the public library.
111. Defendants’ malicious and retaliatory actions and conduct described herein by frequently
blocking Abulkhair’s access to his email account with their demand to provide another email
address belonging to a different provider or a cell phone belonging to a stranger by chance,
which potentially created a massive suspicion cloud with extreme embarrassment surrounding
him whenever, wherever and whatever library he chooses to visit for which suspicion directly
placed Abulkhair in [a] false light. These actions constitute violations of Section § 652E of the
Restatement (Second) of Torts (1977), violated and invaded Abulkhair’s privacy and defamed
him in the process.
112. Defendants, “Google inc.”, “Lawrence Edward Page” (“Larry Page”), and “Sergey
Mikhalylovich Brin” (“Sergey Brin”) knew or should have known that their malicious,
outrageous and retaliatory actions and conduct have placed Plaintiff before the public in [a] false
light for which unwanted and unpleasant light is extremely offensive to a reasonable person.
113. Defendants, “Google Inc.”, “Lawrence Edward Page” (“Larry Page”), and “Sergey
Mikhalylovich Brin” (“Sergey Brin”) had knowledge that Plaintiff Abulkhair had never been
interrogated by any federal or state law enforcement in the past three (3) decades since living in
the United States. The Defendants inconsistently acted in reckless disregard as to the falsity of
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the publicized matter and the false light in which made Abulkhair a potential “suspect” of
inexistent crime which directly defamed Abulkhair and damaged his reputation before the public.
1 14. Defendants’ refusal to reinstate Plaintiffs email account with their arbitrarily and
abusively operative words, “After review, your account is not eligible to be reinstated”, which
transferred Abulkhair to potential “suspect”
— Whether [a] “criminal suspect”, or [a] “potential
terrorist”
— [a] felony, which [are] words which impute [a] crime, have violated and offended
the intent purposes of Section § 652E (a) and (b) is enacted to serve and protect.
115. Defendants’ malicious and retaliatory actions were so outrageous in character, and
extreme in degree, as to go beyond all possible bounds of decency, and to be regarded as
atrocious and utterly intolerable in a civilized society which placed Plaintiff Ahulkhair before the
public in [a] false light to deliberately and purposely defame him and invade his privacy and the
right to be left alone.
116. Defendants’ malicious and retaliatory actions intended to defame Abulkhair and to
cause enormous damage to his reputation to injure him further and deepen his emotional distress
and he was injured thereby, as demonstrated below.
ELEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION-NEGLIGENT INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS
117, The foregoing paragraphs are realleged and incorporated by reference herein.
II 8. The conduct of Defendants set fbrth herein was odious, perverse and outrageous. Not
only were the acts of racial and religious discrimination perversity despised by Abulkhair, but
they were willful, wanton, reckless, intentional, persistent and continuous in the denial of right
fbr reinstatement of a private email account on their basis of their cancerous hatred and heinous
discrimination with their satanic delusional and strayed tactics.
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119. These actions were so outrageous in character, and extreme in degree, as to go beyond all
possible bounds of decency, and to be regarded as atrocious and utterly intolerable in a civilized
society.
120. The emotional distress suffered by Ahulkhair as a direct result from the Defendants’
actions and misconduct is serious and so severe that no reasonable person could he expected to
endure it under the existence of the extraordinary circumstances presented herein,
121. Abulkhair is injured by the actions of the Defendants, as demonstrated below.
TWELFTH CAUSE OF ACTION-PUNITIVE DAMAGES
122. The fbregoing paragraphs are realleged and incorporated by reference herein.
123. The actions of the Defendants were wanton, reckless and willful with the malicious
intention to cause a deprivation of constitutional rights or injury to the Plaintiff Abulkhair.
124. The Defendants conspired, plotted and executed their plan to have Defendants, “Google
Inc.”, “Lawrence Edward Page” (“Larry Page”), and “Sergey Mikhalylovich Brin” (“Sergey
Brin”) launched their heinous racial discrimination and retaliation against Ahulkhair’s
fundamental rights in denying him, his right to privacy and disabling his email account
afterward, when they knew or should have known that their actions taken would violate the
constitutional rights of the Plaintiff Abulkhair, as were intended with reckless disregard as to
whether their unauthorized improper disclosure actions constituted a deprivation of Ahulkhair’s
rights or injury for which “disabled” his property by their unlawful actions in denying him, his
absolute right for reinstatement of his email account.
125. As a result of Defendants, Google, Larry Page, and Sergey Brin’s extreme and outrageous
conduct, Abulkhair was, is, and with a high degree of likelihood, will continue to be emotionally
distressed due to their discriminatory and retaliatory conduct led to their deprivation of his rights.
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126. As a result of Defendants, “Google Inc.”, “Lawrence Edward Page” (“Larry Page”), and
“Sergey Mikhalylovich Brin” “(Sergey Brin’s)” extreme and outrageous conduct, Abulkhair has
suffered and will continue to suffer mental pain and anguish, severe emotional trauma that is
serious and so severe that no reasonable person could be expected to endure it under the
existence of the extraordinary circumstances presented herein.
127. As specified below, the actions of the Defendants have caused injury to Abulkhair,
DAMAGES
128, The actions of Defendants have violated Abulkhair’s rights, which caused a deprivation
of his rights to be able to enjoy his privacy in maintaining his email account property taken
illegally by the Defendants.
129. The actions of Defendants have violated Abulkhair’s rights, which caused a deprivation
of his rights to be free from any kind of racial, speech and religious discrimination prohibited by
the Constitution of the United States under the First Amendment or other retaliation thereof.
130. The actions of the I)efendants have violated Abulkhair’s rights to due process of law and
equal protection of the laws guaranteed by the Constitution of the United States under the First,
Fourth, Fifth and the Fourteenth Amendments.
131. The actions of the Defendants have violated Abulkhair’s rights to privacy, fair practice
and treatment, proper and prior notice, procedure, equal protection of the laws as to equal
opportunity and mandate equal justice for all guaranteed by the Constitution.
132. The actions of all Defendants were maliciously committed and motivated with
intentional, willful disregard for the rights guaranteed under the Constitution and Laws of the
United States.
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PRAYER
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Ahulkhair prays for relief and requests this Court’s own equitable
powers to:
1. Enter judgment against Defendant “Google Inc.” and in favor of Plaintiff Abulkhair for
each violation alleged in this Complaint in an amount to be determined at trial, but not less than
one hundred billion dollars, to Plaintiff Ahulkhair;
2. Award Plaintiff Abulkhair monetary damages from each Defendant for each violation of
blocking access to his email account in the amount of ten million dollars, in addition to one
million dollars for each day his email account has been “disabled” by the Defendants since the
beginning of (August 28, 2017) to the date the account is reactivated by a compelling order of
this Court;
3. Issue an injunctive relief to compel the Defendants “Google Inc.”, “Lawrence Edward
Page” (“Larry Page”). and “Sergey Mikhalylovich Brin” (“Sergey l3rin”) to return and reactivate
Ahulkhair’s “disabled” email account with its information [intacti seized by them and to cease
and desist their entire intrusive invasion of privacy violations and abusive spying activities
forthwith;
4. Award Ahulkhair the sum of $1,500,000.00 in compensatory damages suffered because
of the racial. speech and religious discrimination and retaliation thereo1
5. Order enjoining/restraining all of the Defendants from further acts of discrimination or
retaliation against any email user;
6. Permanently enjoin defendant from violating the 5 U.S. Code § 552a(b);
7. Issue a permanent injunction prohibiting the Defendants, their agents, successors, assigns,
or anyone acting in concert with them. from engaging in any actions, intended for the same
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purpose, or likely to cause a deprivation of constitutional rights or prejudicial, and compel
Defendant “Google Inc.” to cease and desist its improper intervention and infringement in the
users’ privacy and constitutional rights protected under the State and Federal Constitution;
8. Award the Plaintiff all of his costs and expenses stemmed from the Defendants’ actions;
9. An Award of interest, costs, and reasonable legal fees pursuant to 42 U.S.C. Section
1988, necessary to the prosecution of this matter;
10. Any and all other remedies provided pursuant to the Privacy Act of 1974;
11. Further award his exemplary and punitive damages in an amount sufficient to make an
example of Defendants “Google Inc.” (“Google”), “Lawrence Edward Page” (“Larry Page”), and
“Sergey Mikhalylovich Brin” (“Sergey Brin”) and to deter them and others similarly situated
from engaging in similar wrongful conduct in the future;
12. Take other appropriate nondiscriminatory measures to overcome the above described
discrimination; and
13. Award Plaintiff Ahulkhair such additional relief as the Court may deem just, proper, or
necessary to redress injury to consumers resulting from Defendants’ violations of the constitution
and laws and further relief as the interests ofjustice require.
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
Plaintiff hereby demands a trial by jury on all issues so triable.
/s/ Assem A. Abulkhair
Assem A. Ahulkhair, Pro Se
For The Plaintiff/ Complainant
aa
Dated: September Ii, 2017
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ASSEM A. ABULKHAIR
P. 0. Box 2751
Clifton, N.J. 07015
October 16, 2015
Via Fax # 1(’202 628-8503
1(650) 701-0993
Email :1
Chief Executive Officer at Google
1100 Marshall Street
Redwood City, CA 94063
Re: Email Tampering
**[An Open Notice To Cease And Desist To The CEO Of Googlej**
T)ear CEO:
PLEASE TAKE NOTiCE that the undersigned E-mail has been blocked twice by your
company for [no] apparent reason [,] except tbr tampering and spying which misconduct is [not]
acceptable [.1 The first time occurred on Thursday, (August 20, 2015 at 3:07 P.M.) and it was
activated the same day (“Thu 8/20/15 6:34 PM”) according to your company’s apology message.
The second time was blocked on Thursday, (October 15, 2015 at 2:57 P.M.) Then it was
reactivated approximately at 4:27 P.M on the same day. They even went far attempting today,
Friday, (October 16, 2015 at 1:11 P.M.) to tamper with the sending emails and threatening the
same meddling conduct for the “Third” time in [a] row [.]
The frivolous accusation that the account exceeded the “limits of emails” or “suspicious
activities noted on the account” does [not] exist [T]he fact that the immoral, corrupt and
strayed U.S. Government does [not] agree with the strong criticism and scandalous language or
the unpleasant message delivered to the outside world, does [not] render the account to exceed
any limits nor make it suspicious. Nor does it give the strayed Government or Google [t]he right
to [spy] on his email account where in [no] way the underlying email account could possibly
reach even the quarter of 2000 limits permitted emails per day [.]
[A]bsent any criminal activity ,J the [only] available option for the U.S. Government to
choose [is] to slam it[s] head into [t]he wall and it still [h]as two wide ocean[s] to drink
from whenever [s]he feel[sj thirsty for its notable wrongdoing [.]
(Exhibit 1)
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Googie [mustj cease and desist [at] once all of it[sj illegal ethnic, racial and religious
discriminatory action and conduct [.1 Please [hel mindful and advise[d] that [ijf the unlawful
intervening [spying] practice on behalf of [t]he U.S. Government continue[sj. the district Court
[must] settle [tjhe dispute in this matter [.] Please be guided accordingly [.]
Thanking you for your attention and cooperation in this regard, I remain,
Cordially.
Is! Assem A. Abulkhair
aa
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ASSEM A. ABULKHAIR
P. 0. Box 2751
Clifton, N.J. 07015
November 13, 2015




Chief Executive Officer at Google
1 100 Marshall Street
Redwood City, CA 94063
Re: Email Tampering
**EAn Open (Second) Notice To Cease And Desist To The CEO Of
Googlej**
1)ear CEO:
PLEASE TAKE NOTiCE that the undersigned E-mail has been blocked frequently since
the first Notice of October 16th by your company for [no] apparent reason [,] except for
tampering and spying which misconduct is [not] acceptable [.] Approximately around 1:30 RM.
today, I tried to get access to my Email since 1 left it for more than (24) hours without checking.
I was subjected to overbearing and oppressive unwarranted tactic of spying and invading privacy
questions to specifically provide “five (5) email addresses contacted recently” with ‘labels used”
for [no] apparent reason, except for the idiotic and moronic “Google personnel” attempting to
assist the corrupt U.S. Government spying agencies at the expense of the undersigned. Despite
all of that, the Email remained blocked until 3:50 P.M. This illegal and immoral practice and
conduct must cease and desist forthwith. Otherwise, it will drag Google to answer its
wrongdoing and liability in court.
Google [must] cease and desist [at] once all of it[s] illegal ethnic, racial and religious
discriminatory action and conduct [.] Please immediately cease and desist the unlawful
intervening [spying] practice and blocking the Email on behalf of [t]he U.S. Government
forthwith before compelling you to do so with the high[est] price beyond your imagination [.j
Please be guided accordingly [.]
Thanking you for your attention and cooperation in this regard, I remain,
Cordially,
aa /s/ Assem A. Abulkhair
(Exhibit 2)
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ASSEM A. ABULKHA1R




Via Fax # 1(650,)253-0001/l(202,)370-5600
1(650) 701-0993/1(734)332-6501/1(425)739-5600
Chief Executive Officer at Google
1600 Amphitheatre Parkway
Mountain View, CA 94043
Re: Email Tampering
***IA Final Notice To Cease And Desist To The CEO Of Googlej***
I)ear CEO:
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned E-mail has been deliberately and
discriminatorily targeted and tampered with by spying, obstructing, blocking, and freezing
without any justification whatsoever, except of being [a] “Moslem” user. Yesterday, Friday,
(August 18, 2017). the email was willfully frozen to prevent my emails from being sent out to
attorneys in my effort to get a legal representation to handle my case against the idiotic and
moronic agency, the so-called (“FBI”) for which prevention clarified your satanic motivation.
After I tried five (5) different computers and the result was the same by ironically displaying
notices as such as “google is not responding? “Wait or “Kill” “Something’s not right”
(of course is not), I complained to the library. The librarian opened her own google email
to check whether the tampering and obstruction was covering all G-MaiI emails or just my email
was singled out as was expected. She found and confirmed the latter with a smile reflecting how
shocking an idiotic and moronic conduct and behavior exists. No single email was sent out on
(August 18, 2017) as a direct result of your illegal tampering. Of course, you would never
tamper with my email if [1] was [not] born [a] “Moslem” living in the “United States” post
September 11 propaganda. This tampering conduct is an obstruction ofjustice, plain and simple.
I have warned you previously twice concerning the same by serving the first “Open Notice” of
(October 16, 2015) followed by another “Second Open Notice” of (November 13, 2015) for
which both were published in many English and Arabic newspapers overseas, but to no avail.
PLEASE TAKE FURTI-IER NOTICE that if this immoral and illegal conduct and behavior of
racial and religious discrimination does [NOT] cease and desist forthwith, we will be compelled
to mop the floor of the court with your face in order to crush your head under our shoe with [a]
hundred billion dollar lawsuit with whomever you may think is behind your motivation in order
to bring an end before the “Korean playboy” seal it. “Go Ahead. Make My Day”, “Google”! ! [!j
Cordially,
aa /s/ Assem A. Abulkhair (Exhibit 3)
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